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Math. Gen., Vol. 9, NO. 3, 1976. Printed in Great Britain. @ 1976 

Representations of supersymmetry algebras with D h c  
ebor generators 

P Kosiiski, J Rembielihski and W Tybor 
Institute of Physics, University of Lodz, Lodz, Narutowina 68, Poland 

Received 8 May 1975, in final form 13 September 1975 

Abst~act. Explicit formulae for linear and nonlinear realizations of the supersymmetry 
groups With Dirac bispinor generators are given and Cartan forms are obtained. 

Snpersymmetry algebras introduced recently by several authors (Wess and Zumino 
1914,Volkov and Akulov 1973, Gel’fand and Lichtman 1972) bring together bosons 
andfermions into irreducible multiplets. This remarkable property results from the fact 
btthesupersymmetry algebra contains both commutators and anticommutators. The 
aqrersymmetry algebra considered by Wess and Zumino (1974), and from another 
&it of view by Volkov and Akulov (1973), has the following form: 

{Q,, 06) = 2uk6Pw 

IQ,, P,l = 0 

IQ,, Qp>={O&, O b } = O  (1) 

h e  0, is the two-component spinor. It is interesting that this afgebra is the only 
P&le non-trivial extension of PoincarC algebra by the two-component spinor Q. 

possible extensions of the Poincar6 algebra by a four-component bispinor W 
bavebeen investigated by Gel’fand and Lichtman (1972). They found that there are 
Wn Possibilities 
At P,’ wl = n*r, w, 

{W, w)={W, ct>=o, 
P . 9  wl = n*rfiw, 
{w, w)={W, m=o, {w, m=o, 
[L wl= 0, 
{w W={W, m=o, 
[pw w = 0, 

{W,W=(W, m=o, {W, ct>=yP, 

P,, m = - m-I& 
{ w, ct> = n*(yP), 

P,, m = -m*rp, I‘ 

I“ 
[P,, m= 0, 

[P,, m = 0, 
{W’ TI = n*(yp), b 

423 
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2. Linear representations 

2.1. General remarks 
To obtain the linear representations of the Gel'fand-Lichtman supersymmetry we use 
the beautiful method of Salam and Strathdee (1974) extended by Ferrara eta/ (1974). 
The representations of the supersymmetry group G are induced from those of & 
Lorentz group L. We are interested in the action of the genwators P, and Won a 
superfield 4(x, 8, g) defined on a cosets space (superspace), where the componenbof 
the constant bispinors 6 and 8= OtYo are the generating elements of the Grassma 
algebra. 

Let us start with some remarks. 
(i) The algebras A*, B', c" are not invariant under space inversion. 
(ii) The algebras A*, B", and C' contain anticommutators of the form {F,Fv=O. 

which implies an indefinite metric in the space of statesS. 
(iii) Re-defining P, + P,, W+ R-' W and letting R tend to infinity we see thaLhe 

algebras B' are the contractions of the algebras A*. Putting P, += R-'P,. W+R 'W 
we can show in a similar manner that the algebras C* are the contractions of the A' 
too. 

(iv) The algebras c" and D contain the algebra of Wess and Zumino a 
subalgebra. 

(v) The algebras A", B' and c" have ideals generated by WT=nw and 
wT = ii?I,. The quotient algebras PO WO @/ W,@ WT are isomorphic to the Wes- 
Zumino algebra in the cases A' and C', and to the trivial one 

in the cases B'. So the supersymmetry constraints W& = WT+ = 0 imply represnta- 
tions of the quotient algebra. The constraints W& = 0 and W+$ = O  h a w  in all 
parametrizations, the forms 

respectively. 
(vi) A superfield can be expanded in a power series in 6, and & 

k.1 

t -  

i We use the Dirac matrices with the following properties: {ye, yy} = 2qPp Yt = -% 7isy' ys-a 
r: = 1, qFv = diag( + - - -). 
$We are grateful to Professor J T Lopusanski for this remark. 
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me.sion has a finite number of terms because the Grassman algebra generated by 
' ' ' are antisymmetric in indices [(yl . . . (yk J 

equals B D d ~ I  ...jrJ. nenumberof independent componentsof~(x)~a~...Qk~~~...~~J 
*fie% fields are generally reducible. If the superfield (b(x, 6, 6) transforms 

to the representation D of the Lorentz group then the coefficients 
d [ a , . . . & ~ . . ~ ~ ~ ~  belong to the representatian D o D k o D n  where 

is finite. Fields 4(x)'"' . ' ' gm and ea 

Do(Do) - DOo 
D@J - D%D@ 

D2(D2) - D'@2Doo (3) 
D3(D3) - D*O@D@ 

D ~ ( D ~ ) - D O O .  

imposing on a superfield in the cases A*, B* and c" one of the conditions W,4 = 0 or 
& j = O  one finds that Dk or Dr reduces to DL or fi:, where 

DL- DO" &)-DO0 

D; - goo D; - DO0 (4) 
D:-D@ &-Do: 

D ; - D ? ~  fi', - D e  

D: - goo fi; -DOo. 

2.2 Representations of the algebras A 

we can choose three different parametrizations of the superspace 

exp[i(xP + we + GW] = do(x, e, G) 
exp[i(xP)] exp[i( w e  + ew)] = dl(x, e, 8) 
exp[i(WO + Gw] exp[i(x~)] = (b2(x, e, GI. 

These superfields are connected by the relations 



or, in the infinitesimal form 

2.3 Representations of the algebras B’ 

In this case three different parametrizations (equations (5a), (5b) and (5c))can . 
chosen. The superfields &,, bl and & are connected by relations (6a) and 

alsobe 
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~ I R  d and center in the differential operators (equation (10)) only as cozfficients 
before ala6 and ala6 respectively, the conditions a+/at9 = 0 and a4/ae = 0 are 
94W"metry-invariant constraints. If these constraints are imposed we have 

&first hv0 constraints are the same as in the case A*, We can show that from the 
other bo it follows again that a+/ae = 0 and a#&e= 0. Indeed, let us consider, for 
%le, the third parametrization. Then W, and w* act as (n&(a/a&) and 
m;).e(a/ae,). From the commutation rules 

(11) [P,, W*l = y& w,, 

'+o and wT+ = o respectively. n u s  

[P,, W,l = - w+ 
'Om the constraints under consideration, W & J  = 0 and w& = 0, one obtains 

a4lae= w4 =(w*+ w& =o  
ad 
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The same can be shown with small modification for the other parametrizations 
we have the following possibilities for the constraints: * w, 

a 

a 
( k L / 3 ~ 4  = 0 (124) 

(fldriBK4 = 0 (12b) 

a 

a 

-+=O ae I12c) 

-4 ae = 0. (126) 

In accord with these, various representations of the Lorentz group Omr in the 
superfield expansion (see table 1). 

Table 1. The Lorentz transformation properties of superfield components. 

~ 

Constraints Algebra B' Algebra B- 
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form of constraints depends here on the choice of parametrization. From equa- 
(16b) and (16c) it follows immediately that the constraints a+,/aO = 0 and 

Mai=O are invariant. Of course, they are no longer implied by the conditions 
,@&&/a& = 0 or a(k),,42/a& = 0. From equation (14) we see that for every 
V e d t i o n  four conditions can be written, namely 

fieanditions (17) impose various restrictions on representations of the Lorentz group 
to components of superfields belong, or they imply connections between these 
Eomponents. 

Representations of the algebra D - 
me'F"Mie parametrizations are the same as in the case c". The superfields are 
QQnected bv the relations 
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The constraints invariant under both supersymmetry transformations and space hva. 
sion are 

With the help of the projectors II, one can obtain the chirial form of the constraints. 

3. Nodimear realizations and Cartan forms 

3.1. General remarks 

As is well known, nonlinear realizations of the group G which are linear On 
subgroup H are generated by action G on the coset space G/H Let G be 
supersymmetry group and H the Lorentz group L. Then G/L is super spa^. 'Ihe 
action of G on the superspace has been determined in 9 2. 

k t  the superspace be parametrized by x, and bispinor fields $(XI and ax). 
Because the supersymmetry transformations must preserve the Hermitian Charader Of 

x,, not all parametrizations are admissible. 
Nonlinear realizations and Cartan forms corresponding to the Gel'fand-Lichman 

algebras are given below. 

3.2. The algebras A* 

All three parametrizations (5a),  (5b) ,  (5c)  are allowed. Correspondinglywe have 
exp(iuP): 

x, + x: = x, + a,, +(x) + +'(x') = (1 -$icr2n,(raS)$(x) 
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3.4. The algebras c" 
Because of the commutation rules [P,, w] = [P,, @I = 0 we have essentially one 
admissible parametrization (equation (13a)). We obtain 

exp[i(cw+ Wl)]: 
x, + x: = x, +$iA2(LkY,$(X) - &(X)kY,l), $(x) + $'(x') = $(x) t 5. (24 

Translations act in the standard fashion. The Cartan forms are 

U', = dx, +$ih2(d&(X)kY,$(x) - & x ) l L ~ ,  d$(x)) 
U* = d$(x). (27) 

3.5. The algebra D 

The admissible parametrization is the same as in the cases c". We have 

exp[i(fW+ Wl)]: 
(28) x, +x:= x, +$ih2(Sy,$.(x)-~(x)y,5) 

$(XI + $'(x') = 44x1 + 5 

with the standard action of translations. The Cartan forms are 
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A R W k  

Wewish to make one comment about Lagrangians which are invariant under the action 
$he transformations described above. IR the linear case, the existence of the 
,,,&&le Lagrangian which is invariant under the Wess-Zumino supersymmetry 
domations suggests the existence of such Lagrangians at least in the cases c" and 
D. the nonlinear case, dynamics is introduced by the use of Cartan forms (Volkov 

AkulOV 1973). The resulting theories are non-renormalizable. 

A ~ ~ ~ O B  are grateful to Professors J Lopuszanski and V Ogievetsky for interesting 
-ions and remarks. 
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